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Abstract 
Recently, R6dl and Rucifiski [5, 6] proved the following threshold result about Ramsey prop- 
erties of random graphs. Let K(n, p) be the binomial random graph obtained from the complete 
graph K(n) by independent deletion of each edge with probability 1 - p. We write F ~ (G)r 
if for every r-coloring of the edges of F there is a monochromatic copy of G. 
Theorem 1 (R6dl and Rucihski [5,6]). For all graphs G other than star forests and 
for all integers r >~2 there exist constants c and C such that 
lim P(K(n, p) ~ (G)r) = ( 0 if p < cn-1/m% 
n~ 1 if p > Cn-1/m% 
where mo= maxt~ c_ G, IV(H)I ~>3(IE(H)I - 1 )/(I V(H)I - 2). 
In this note we observe that the same result remains true if we allow arbitrarily 
many colors but impose some local restrictions on the colorings. 
We say that a coloring of a graph F (throughout he note all colorings are edge- 
colorings) is r-local if at most r colors occur on the edges incident to any vertex of F 
[4,3]. Let us write F --~ (G)r- lo c if every r-local coloring of F yields a monochromatic 
copy of G. Clearly, every r-coloring is r-local. Hence, under the assumptions and 
notation from Theorem 1, we have that if p < cn -lIme then 
lim P(K(n, p) ~ (G)r-loc) = 0. 
n- - -~OO 
To prove the counterpart to the second statement of Theorem 1, we need some auxil- 
iary results. The following lemma is an extension of a result proved in [8] (Theorem 1') 
for colorings of  complete graphs. The proof given here follows almost literally the 
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argument from [8]. Throughout the paper, F[V] denotes the subgraph of F induced by 
a set of vertices V. 
Lenuna 2. For all #raphs F and G, G connected, and for every inte#er  ~ 2, if 
F 74 (G)r-lo¢, then there exists Vc  V(F) such that IVI > ~IV(F)I andF[V] 74 (G)r. 
Proof. Assume that F 74 (G)r-loc. Consider a local r-coloring cp of F which does not 
yield a monochromatic copy of G. Let 1 . . . . .  m be the colors used by tp. Since tp is a 
local r-coloring of F, to each vertex x E V(F) we can assign an r-element set Cx of 
colors in such a way that the color of every edge incident o x is in Cx. 
Consider a partition It = {Pl . . . . .  Pr} of the set of colors used by cp. Define: 
V= -- {xE g(F):lCxneil-- I, for l<~i<<.r}. 
Let e be an edge of the graph F[V~]. Color e with a color i* if and only if the color of 
e under tp belongs to Pi. In this way we obtain an r-coloring ¢p* of the graph F[V~]. 
Consider two edges of F[Vn], say el and e2, both incident o a vertex, say x. Assume 
that both are colored with i* under tp*. Then, by the definition of cp*, tp(el ) E Pi and 
cp(e2) E Pi. Also, ~o(el) E Cx and ~o(e2) E Cx. If cp(el) ~ tp(e2), then [Cx MP/[~>2, a 
contradiction. Hence, cp(el ) -- tp(e2). 
Assume that H is a monochromatic copy of G in F[V~] under the coloring tp*. 
Then, by connectivity of G and by the remarks above, H is a monochromatic copy of 
G in F under ~0. This contradicts our assumption about tp, and implies that F[Vn] has 
no monochromatic copy of G under the r-coloring ¢p*. 
To complete the proof it is now sufficient o show that there is an r-partition  of 
the set of colors of cp such that 
r! 
Iv~l > ~71V(F)I. 
Consider the hypergraph ~ with the vertex set {1 .. . . .  m} and the edge set 
= {Cx: x E F(F)}. By a result of Erdrs and Kleitman [2, Theorem 1, p. 165] there 
is a partition n = {PI .... Pr} of {1 .. . . .  m} such that 
I{Cx:lCxneil-- 1 for l~<i~<r}[ r! 
I'~1 rr 
(Note that ~ may have multiple edges. The result of Erdrs and Kleitman is stated 
and proved for multigraphs without multiple edges. It is easy to see, however, that 
both the result and the proof remain valid if multiple edges are allowed.) Since 
[{Cx: ICx nPi[ = 1 for 1 <~i<~r}[ = IV~I and 181 = Ir'(F)l, our result follows. [] 
This lemma implies that for every connected graph G, 
r! (G)r) .  P(g(n,p)  74(a)r-loe) < 2ne(g(- f i -~n,p) 74 (1) 
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Let us assume that p > Cn -1linG, where C is the constant from Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 itself is too weak to imply that the right-hand side of the inequality (1) 
converges to 0. Fortunately, it was proved in [6] that for p > Cn -Um~ not only 
K(n, p) ~ (G)~ almost surely, but that for some b = b(G,r), 
P(K(n, p) 7 ~ (G)~) < 2 -bdp. 
I f  G contains a cycle, then mG > 1 and the right-hand side of (1) tends to 0. If G is 
a forest then me= 1. In this case, choosing C > l/X, where X=b(r!/r~) 2, makes the 
right-hand side of (1) to be o(1). Hence, we have just proved the following result. 
Theorem 3. For all connected graphs G other than stars and for all integer r >~2, 
there exist constants c and C such that 
lim P(K(n, p )~ (G)r-loc)= ~ 0 /f p < cn -1/m~, 
n~ [ 1 if p > Cn -l/mc. 
Note that for a k-arm star Sk, the thresholds for both properties K(n, p) ~ (Sk)r 
and K(n, p) --* (Sk)r-lo¢ coincide (by the pigeon-hole principle) with n -(D+I)/D, where 
D = r(k - 1 ) + 1, that is, with the threshold for the appearance of a vertex of degree 
D in K(n, p) (see [1, p. 61]). 
In [7], a generalization of r-local colorings was introduced. For a given graph H, 
we say that a coloring of F is (H,r)-local if no subgraph of F isomorphic to H is 
colored with more than r-colors. Observe that if H contains no forest on r + 1 edges 
then, for arbitrary F, the coloring assigning to edge {i,j} color min{i,j} is (H, r)-local 
and never produces a monochromatic subgraph other than a star. Therefore, interesting 
Ramsey-type r sults can be obtained only under the assumption that H contains a forest 
on r + 1 edges. 
The lemma below was proved in [7] (Lemma 2.1) for colorings of complete graphs. 
Again, the proof works, without significant changes, for arbitrary F. 
Lemma 4. For every (H,r)-local coloring cg of a graph F, there exists a subset 
V c_ V(F) such that I VI >~ I V(F)I/(2r + 1) and the coloring cg restricted to the edges 
ofF[V] is 3r-local. 
Proof. Let ~o be an (H,r)-local coloring of F. Let S be a forest with r + 1 edges 
and with no isolated vertices contained in H. It follows from the discussion preceding 
the lemma that such a forest exists. Since ~p is an (H, r)-local coloring of F, it is an 
(S, r)-local coloring of F. 
Let A be the set of all vertices of V(F) such that x E A if and only if the edges 
incident o x are colored with at most 3r colors. I f  A = 0 then set X1 = X. Otherwise, 
set X1 = A. Suppose sets XI . . . . .  X/ have been defined. Put X'  =X \ (X1 tO .. .  t_;X/). 
If X'  = 0, stop the construction. Otherwise, include in A all those vertices of X'  
whose incident edges in F[X ~] are colored with at most 3r colors. If A = 0, then define 
X,+1 = X~; if A' ~ 0, define )(/+1 = A. Suppose the process stops alter sets X1 .. . . .  Xp 
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have been defined. Clearly, {)(1 . . . . .  Xp} is a partition of X. Let us define Zi = X,. U 
• ..UXp, for l<~i<~p. 
(1) It follows from the definition of the X/'s that i fx  E Zi, i > 1, then the edges of 
F[Zi_I] incident o x are colored with at least 3r + 1 colors. 
(2) Denote by q~i the coloring obtained from q~ by restricting it to the edges of 
F[X~]. Directly from the definition, it follows that for i = 1,2,..., p -  1, ~oi is a local 
3r-coloring of F[X/]. Moreover, either q~p is a local 3r-coloring of F[Xp], or each 
vertex of F[Xp] is incident (in F[Xp]) to edges colored with at least 3r + 1 colors. 
Suppose that the latter possibility holds. Then, it is easy to construct in F[Xp] a 
rainbow copy of S, which is a contradiction, as tp is an (S, r)-local coloring. So, for 
every 1 ~< i ~< p, ~o i is a local 3r-coloring. 
(3) Assume that p>~2r + 2. Using (1), one can show by induction that for every 
forest T, without isolated vertices, and with IE(T)I ~<r + 1, there is a copy of T in 
F[Z2r+3-2i] with edges colored in IE(T)[ different colors. Hence, there is a copy of 
S in F whose all edges are colored with distinct colors. This is a contradiction (q~ is 
an (S,r)-local coloring). Hence, p<~2r + 1. Since {)(1 . . . . .  Xp} is a partition of V(F), 
we have [Xil>>.lXl/(2r + 1), for some l<~i<~p. From (2), q~i is a local 3r-coloring. 
Hence, Y = X/ satisfies the assertion. [] 
Combining Lemmas 2 and 4, we obtain that 
r!n (G)3r), P(K(n,P) 7/-*(G)(H,r)'Ioc) <2np(K( r r (2 r+ l ) ,P  ) 
where F--* (G)(14,r)-loc means that every (H, r)-local coloring o fF  results in a monochro- 
matic copy of G. Thus, we have arrived at the following result (the case of p < cn -l/'nc 
follows from Theorem 1 and the observation that each r-coloring is (H, r)-local). 
Theorem 5. For all connected graphs G other than stars, for all integers r >>. 2, and 
for all graphs H containing a forest on r + I edges, there exist constants c and C 
such that 
lim P(K(n, p) ~ (G)(Hr)-loe) = ~ 0 / f  p < cn -1/mG, 
n~ ' [ 1 if p > Cn -1/m~ 
We conclude with some open problems. First, we do not know what is the threshold 
for the property K(n, p) ~ (G)(/e,r~-loc in the case when G is a k-arm star Sk. Second, 
Theorems 3 and 5 deal with the case of connected G only. The case of disconnected 
G remains to be studied. 
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